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Abstract. Video stabilization has been gaining in importance in earth observa‐
tion and video surveillance on boarded of airship platforms. As the airship plat‐
forms have obvious low-frequency vibration caused by wind and the unstable
attitude may also lead to geometric distortion in the video streams, and most of
the traditional methods are designed for casual handheld devices which cannot
effectively handle those kinds of problems, a new video stabilization method for
airship earth observation is proposed. In this method, a modified camera path
planning method based on piecewise linear L1 optimization is given under the
specific motion properties of airship platform and the needs of geometric correc‐
tion for each frame, and the camera path reconstruction is carried out with vision
based motion estimation and sparse GPS and attitude data. The effectiveness of
our method is confirmed by quantitative experiments over a variety of video
streams.

Keywords: Airship earth observation · Video stabilization · Geometric
correction · Path planning · Piecewise linear L1 optimization

1 Introduction

Airships are more and more widely used in both civilian and military fields, such as
earth observation, rescue operation and activity surveillance. Earth observation is one
of the most useful applications of airship platforms, which generates much interest in
video stabilization for the fact that airship platforms are strongly wiggled by the wind
and its attitude is also unstable. But the traditional video stabilization methods designed
for casual handheld devices are unable to effectively remove the low-frequency wobble
of the video frames caused by the wind, and geometric correction cannot be applied at
the same time for each frame which is a common need for airship earth observation.

Generally, as one of the post-processes of digital videos, video stabilization includes
three main steps: (1) camera motion estimation; (2) smooth camera path planning; (3)
applying per-frame warps to produce stabilized video frames.
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For the camera motion estimation, traditional video stabilization methods use global
parametric transforms like affine model or other 2D models [1]. These 2D video stabi‐
lization methods use transformation parameters as translations and rotations instead of
recovering camera’s real 3D path and orientation, so they do not perform effectively for
airship earth observation. Recently, many new techniques are proposed for the recon‐
struction of scene and camera path. 3D camera trajectories are used to estimate “content-
preserving” warps to original video frames [2–4] and converting first-person videos to
hyper-lapse videos [2]. But, these kind of 3D video stabilization methods usually apply
Structure from Motion (SfM) to estimate camera’s path which is computational complex
and less robust.

As to path planning method, linear smoothing models like gauss filter [1] and spline
fitting model are widely used. Grundmann et al. optimized the original path with L1
norm which results in polynomial approximation result [6].

In our method, considering the specific low-frequency vibration problem in the
airship earth observation, camera’s position and orientation path are reconstructed using
piecewise linear L1 optimization and vision based estimation, which makes full use of
the platform’s GPS and attitude data. And then, a video image warp method is given
using the above path planning results, in order to producing a stable and geometric
corrected video streams.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Since our method is designed for airship
platforms, we first introduce the specific optimization objectives for airship earth obser‐
vation, and then discuss about the modified position and orientation path planning
method based on piecewise linear L1 optimization. Secondly, we introduce the method
of camera’s path and orientation reconstruction using sensor data. Thirdly, the method
for projecting, image warp and fusion combined with geometric correction will be given.
Finally, the effectiveness of our method will be confirmed through some quantitative
experiments.

2 Path Planning Based on Piecewise Linear L1 Optimization

Instead of handheld devices which may cause high-frequency jitter into the video
streams, airship platforms suffer from low-frequency vibration (less than 5 Hz) caused
by the wind and their own inertia which make the platform to roll and pitch. Then the
airships may yaw and the videos could seem deviate from its original camera path, have
a geometric distortion and combine with visible wiggle of the scenes in video streams.
Since video stabilization is to satisfy conflicting objective, we formulate the path plan‐
ning as an optimization method with the following 4 objectives:

1. Approximation. The optimal position and orientation of the camera should near the
original one, so the field of view of the stabilized video streams could remain large
enough.

2. Motor Pattern Recovery. Airships move in a straight line until next remote control
given signal. Path planning based on airship’s motor pattern benefits both to visual
comfort and future applications like earth observation or target tracking.

3. Smoothness. The optimal path should be smooth in both position and orientation.
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4. Geometric Correction. The optical axis of camera should remain vertical to avoid
image distortion, and the optimal orientation should remain no pitch and roll.

Most previous video stabilization methods employ path planning algorithm [1–5, 9]
and many of the latest works apply L1 optimization. Such as, Grundmann et al. opti‐
mized the original path with L1 optimization which results in polynomial approximation
result [6]. However, these methods don’t perform well due to the specific motion proper‐
ties of airship platform and the specific requirements for earth observation. Considering
the 4 conditions above, a new piecewise linear L1 optimization path planning method is
proposed in this paper.

2.1 Optimization Objectives for the Path Planning

Let  be the set of input camera positions and orientations
of a video with n frames, and let  be the desired output camera positions and
orientations in which  stand for the position of camera in ground frame and

 stand for the airship platform’s Euler angles yaw, roll and pitch.
So the approximation objectives of positions and orientations are stated mathemat‐

ically as penalty terms:

(1)

(2)

Then the image geometric correction objective demands the optimal orientation
remain no pitch and roll. So in our smoothed orientation, roll (around x-axis) and pitch
(around y-axis) remain 0.

Different from the needs of handheld devices and first-person video camera plat‐
forms, the swings of the scenes in video streams not only influence visual comfort‐
ableness but also not benefit earth observation related works like mapping, visual
interpretation and so on. As the ideal path of an airship platform is a straight line
until next remote control signal is given, the optimal path should always be piece‐
wise linear. So, the smoothness and motor pattern recovery objectives can be
included in the same penalty term, because an L1 norm constraint is applied to the
second-order deviation of the path:

(3)

(4)
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where, n is the length of video frames. Then, the weighted sum of these objectives
gives our combined optimization objective:

(5)

where  are balancing coefficients.

2.2 Modified Path Planning Based on Piecewise Linear L1 Optimization

From Eq. 5 we can obviously find out that positions and orientations can be optimized
separately. Then we divide the optimization objective of Eq. 5 into two objectives so
that the optimization of the positions sequence  does not depend on the orientations
sequence . Since the objective of geometric correction makes sure that the output roll
and pitch keep 0, so the two reduced objectives now become:

(6)

(7)

where  is a nonnegative parameter used to control the trade-off between smoothness
and the size of the residual.
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Fig. 1. Path planning result of a sequence of positions with 300 frames optimized by using linear
filter and piecewise linear L1 optimization with .
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Fig. 2. Orientation planning result of a sequence of yaw degree with 300 frames optimized by
using piecewise linear L1 optimization with .

Since these two objectives share the same formation, in this section we optimize
them using the same method. The objective of Eq. 6 is closely related to L1 trend filtering
[10], which minimize the second-order derivation in L1 norm, therefore results in a
series of linear angles. The optimization target function follows variation on H-P filtering
which is a widely used trend filter and is also well studied in [6].

Since  is the parameter used to control the trade-off between smoothness and the
size of the residual, the output sequence consists of fewer linear pieces and the residual
grows as  increases. In our method, we use different values of  dealing with sequences
of different lengths. Then  and  are also different because of the scale difference
between position and orientation. Figure 1 shows an example of a smoothed camera path
with a length of 300 frames optimized by using , and Fig. 2 shows an example
of a smoothed yaw sequence from the same video which is optimized by using .

We can see from Figs. 1 and 2 that, our modified camera path planning method based
on piecewise linear L1 optimization can efficiently remove the low-frequency vibration
which is hardly removable via gauss filter and other path planning method. Comparing
with linear filter method, our method not only produces a smooth path without over-
smoothing and sudden turns, but also recovers a path fitting more with airship platform’s
motion pattern.

3 Camera Path Reconstruction

In Sect. 2, we have introduced our path planning method mainly considering of airship
platform’s four optimization objectives using platform’s position and orientation path.
In this section, we will introduce our position and orientation path reconstruction using
vision based motion estimation and sparse GPS and attitude data.
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3.1 Vision Based Motion Estimation

We define the coordinates in the inertia frame with a tilde as  and the coordi‐
nates in the camera frame using the same letter without a tilde as . And we
assume the optical axis of the camera coincides with the vertical axis of the camera
frame and we describe the position and orientation of the camera at time t by

, which SE(3) is the special Euclidean group. Assume we have some
coplanar feature points , where P denotes the plane which means the
ground surface. Figure 3 shows the geometric relationship between camera frame and
inertia frame. For a fixed point on ground, the coordinates in the inertial frame  and

 in camera frame i are related by:

(8)

If  are the statuses of camera frames i-1 and i, so for
, we have:

(9)

where  are the coordinates of the fixed points  in camera frames i-1 and i.
Let  denotes the unit normal vector of plane P in camera frame i, so we have:

(10)

where  denotes the distance between camera and the plane P of frame i.
Substitution Eq. 10 into Eq. 9, we have:

(11)

Fig. 3. Geometry of camera frame related to ground plane
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We call the matrix:

(12)

as the planar essential matrix for it contains all the motion parameters  and all
the structure parameters .

It turns out that  for  where  is the perspective transform matrix
between neighboring frames and the middle singular value of the matrix  is equal to
1. To recover all the position and orientation path  and structure parameters

, we need to do more SVD analysis which is introduced in [7] and iterate from
frame 1 to n. Then we can recover orientations of Euler angles  from
matrices set . And using the prior knowledge of the distance  from camera to plane
P in frame 1, we can recover  by iterations of  which is well intro‐
duced in [8].

In the application of airship video stabilization, the flight height of airship platform
is usually more than 500 meters, so if the buildings on ground are not too high which
could be assured in suburb area, the error of Eq. 10 is less than 1 %. And the higher the
airship flies, the more accurate this model’s result will be. This estimation method is
confirmed reliable under a variety of experimental videos.

3.2 Accumulated Error Suppression

Since homographies tend of overfit and outliers may not be completely rejected, accu‐
mulated error of path estimation is inevitable. The accumulated error of path recon‐
struction will cause image wobble in stabilized video because of the error of motion
compensation. Grundmann et al. using mixed transform estimation between two key
frames but it cannot be able to dealing with real camera path [6].

In this paper, a method using sparse data from GPS and attitude sensor to suppress
accumulated error of path reconstruction is proposed. The interval of the input data is
about 2 s, as shown in Table 1. As we apply the same method to both position and
orientation path, so in this section we only introduce the detailed method dealing with
the position path. If we have k = 50 frames for every two key frames, then we have a
series of inter-frame motion parameters  between key frames 0 and
1, where  denotes the position motion of camera from frame  to frame . And let

 denote the path parameters of camera at key frame 0 and key
frame 1 calculated from GPS sensor data. As to frame t from the previous key frame,
we can recover the path data both from two key frames. Let  denote these two results
and we get them by:

(13)

(14)
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Table 1. An example set of GPS and attitude data

Time h:m:s Longitude
degree

Latitude degree Height m Roll degree Pitch degree Yaw degree

15:01:40 107.2540304 29.7495648 716.372 −8.3 −10.8 242.1

15:01:42 107.2539269 29.7491639 717.436 −2.6 −10.4 150.9

15:01:54 107.2543448 29.7488933 721.668      1.4 −1.5 112.1

15:01:56 107.2548677 29.7487718 723.134 −0.2 −2.3     98.5

15:01:58 107.2554071 29.7487358 723.915      0.3      0.6     92.1

Then we get final path estimation of  using weighted sum of  and :

(15)

We apply this method to both position and orientation path, so we can have a path
reconstruction result with accumulated error suppression.

3.3 Perspective Transformation Estimation

In Sect. 3.1, a method of SVD analysis with inter-frame perspective transform matrix
is introduced. However, robustness demands good outlier rejection. To balance the
computational complexity and robustness, RANSAC method ends when the matched
feature points agree with the estimated model up to a threshold distance.

4 Video Retargeting and Image Fusion

The last step is retargeting video frames with the smoothed camera position and orienta‐
tion path given in the previous section and producing a stable video. From path reconstruc‐
tion and planning method, a smooth position and orientation path of camera frame is given.
If the camera path reconstruction result is  and the
smoothed camera path result is , clearly the new frames in stabi‐
lized video could be rendered by projection model with camera motion compensation.

Fig. 4. A result of Image Fusion. Stitch the projected image with missing area (a) with
neighboring key frames to produce new stitched image (b).
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Learning from Sect. 3.1, the projection transform matrix for frame t would be:

(16)

where the rotation matrix of compensation could be directly got from orientation
compensative vector  and the term k confirms the matrix normalized. Our
experiments show the projection transform matrix  is sensitive to the normal vector

 and we apply gauss filter to these vectors’ orientations with a small kernel length
which helps increasing our method’s robustness.

The projected new frames are irregular, and we assume the field of view of the output
video is user-supplied and in our experiment we set it to 85 % of the field of view of the
input video. Most of the output images after cutting with the supplied output field of
view are without invalid pixels and usable. But images in video streams with sudden
turns of camera will lost too many pixels after projection with the compensative trans‐
form. So image stitching and fusion is a necessary step for those frames.

In our method, we use neighboring key frames to stitch with the unusable frame. For
those missing pixels in frame t, we track those pixels with motion compensation in
neighboring key frames. Since the interval of two key frames is about 2 s, the miss area
of the output frame can always be found. As to stitching these two images, we apply
traditional weighted sum algorithm around the stitching seam. An example of comple‐
tion of miss area by fusion with neighboring key frames is shown in Fig. 4.

5 Result and Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, a variety of experiments are
conducted on quantitative videos.

Our method is evaluated under a variety of video streams taken in Chongqing and
Qinghai at heights of more than 500 meters by Canon DSLR with resolution reduced to
576*720, consisting scenes like rivers, towns, roads and so on. In Fig. 5, one video
stabilization result is shown. In this figure, top row shows the original input image
sequence and the second row shows the stabilized sequence of our proposed method.
The yellow arrows in this figure stand for the motion vectors of one frame towards
another after 0.5 s. We can see from Fig. 5 that, our proposed method can effectively
reduce both high-frequency jitter and low-frequency wobble of the video streams, and
produce stable videos without geometric distortion.

Considering the evaluation of stabilized video, two quantitative indexes are given
in this paper: FOV loss  and video smoothness . FOV loss is repre‐
sented by path approximation penalty term stated in Eqs. 1 and 2, and smoothness
is represented by the second-order derivation of the smoothed camera path stated in
Eqs. 3 and 4 which are the smaller the better. These two indexes change when  in
path planning method changes. The curves between  and  of two
different path planning methods are shown in Fig. 6. The figure is evaluated under
experiments on more than 20 video streams each with 300 frames, and the result
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shows that the stabilization quality of our proposed method performs about 20 %
better than traditional gauss linear filter.

And comparing with linear filter in Fig. 1, we can clearly see linear filter tends of
over-smoothing and its result has sudden turns of path. Our path planning method can
not only remove the low-frequency vibration of platform’s camera, path but also recover
the airship platform’s motion pattern with piecewise linear optimal path.

T/s0 0.5 1 1.5 2

Fig. 5. Result of video stabilization. First row shows the input sequence within 2 s, and second
row shows the stabilized sequence with projection and stitching. The yellow arrows stand for the
motion vectors of one frame towards another after 0.5 s.
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Fig. 6. Relations of the two quantitative indexes stand for FOV loss and video smoothness of
two different path planning methods.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a new video stabilization method for airship platforms. This
method completes camera path reconstruction with vision based motion estimation and
piecewise linear path planning optimized for airship platforms with four objectives. This
method can not only effectively remove the low-frequency wobble but also complete
image geometric correction for video streams. Compared with traditional linear path
planning method, our method performs better regarding to stabilized video’s FOV loss
and smoothness indexes and robustness dealing with sudden turns in camera path.
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